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An unusual design collaboration and a choice of bold
colours were the foundation of the kitchen for this
Birmingham renovation.
When the Smiths first moved into their almost derelict
Victorian property in the Edgbaston area of Birmingham,
they put in a temporary kitchen to tide them over whilst
they built a huge two-story modern extension on the
back. They knew that they wanted a contemporary
kitchen that included a separate dining and living area in
addition to designated space for food preparation.
It was their son Alex, an architectural student, who
designed the kitchen in collaboration with Matt Makin at
Matthew James Kitchens.

“I wanted to provide something more playful and vibrant
to animate what potentially could have been a cold
minimal space,” explains Alex. “The design for the island
unit was a direct response to the position of the void
above and was shaped to provide views of the garden
whilst cooking and preparing food.
Almost accidentally these conditions led to the ‘banana’
shape and vibrant yellow colour (which subsequently
became green). The key to making the design work was
in subduing and simplifying the black units and
highlighting the main feature of the space as a separate
element. I think in a large kitchen it is quite possible to
separate elements with colour and materials in order to
provide something more visually stimulating.”

The focal point for the design is the central island in
curved lime Parapan with squared-off ends to maximise
storage space. This utilises the properties of the material
which can be thermoformed to create curved doors,
cabinets and drawers. The island uses standard-sized
units to hide away pots and pans and the surfaces are
topped off in Antarctica Corian®.
The kitchen also features a wall of black Parapan units
and includes integrated appliances and a clever bespoke
wine rack that holds 18 bottles laying flat.
Matthew James Ktichens’ involvement came after Alex
emailed the design for the central island to several
kitchen designers. The client wanted the kitchen to be in
black and lime green and the island had to follow the line
of the mezzanine above.

Matt Makin responded to the email. He did some
research into lime-coloured materials and discovered that
high-gloss acrylic Parapan included a lime green among
its 20 colours. Matt had never used it but knew someone
who had and following this project for the Smiths, he has
subsequently used it for other kitchens.
Matt worked with Alex to produce the remainder of the
kitchen - an L-shape against the back wall. The runoff
units along the back wall were to be simple and the work
area uncluttered and the cupboards above were to be
symmetrical and not overcrowded.

Parapan cut out to complete the wine rack.
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“Co-designing the kitchen with an architectural student
has given the kitchen a different perspective,” says
Makin. “It was refreshing working with Alex. He came up
with new ideas and I probably would not have thought of
using lime green in the kitchen.”
He adds: “It would be good to work with Alex again. It’s
a question of waiting for the right project to come up.”
His overall hightlight of this particular project, however, is
the interplay between the bright and dark shades within
the design: “I love the zingy lime Parapan against the
sleek glossy black. The images really don’t do it justicethe effect in reality is amazing.”

Alex is also happy with the end result: “I was really
pleased with how the lime green Parapan on the
‘banana’ island unit turned out, and the sink being
seamlessly joined worked really well.”
For colour samples, literature and further information
please contact Parapan® on 0113 201 2240.
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